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ig changes are afoot in the
publishing world. As you may have
guessed, you didn’t get a HIS/HERS
magazine at the start of September as you
normally do. That was due to forces outside
our control, a la the Facebook campaign to
boycott our Macsyna King book. The work
we had to do to beat that boycott movement
was incredible, and it meant we couldn’t
even begin to getting our heads around
producing the regular magazine.
As a result, we had a chance to review our
strategies and we’ve decided that putting
this title out as a bi-monthly fits our worklife balance with a young family just a little
better, and allows for a better time-split of
resources with the book publishing division.
But we haven’t left you undernourished.
Some readers are still keen on the old format
Investigate magazine. The Facebook online
protest helped us realise we can reach new
markets online, and in doing so we can also
bring back Investigate as a digital magazine for
free (not a word you hear much these days).
From the end of this month, our website
www.investigatemagazine.com will carry
a link to a new online portal where you can
read Investigate in its own format on the computer, and not only that you will be able to
rapidly share articles or links to the magazine
itself with your friends and family wherever
you are in the world. That much is free.
Additionally, subscribers will get access
to a subscriber-only site with more exclusive
content, and the ability to share your own
opinions on our stories or issues of the day
and join in community discussions.
With the world increasingly going digital,

we have to go where demand is going.
Investigate and HIS/HERS can now be read
wherever you are in the world on computer,
or on the new generation smartphones that
have become so ubiquitous.
This is all part of those big changes
I talked about at the start, but the new
technology has made other things possible
as well. Our back-catalogue of out-of-print
bestsellers like The Paradise Conspiracy or
Lawyers, Guns & Money, are back in print
forever now thanks to the rise of print-ondemand factories at our disposal in the USA,
UK, Australia and now New Zealand.
While boycotters of the Macsyna King
book railed impotently in this country, the
book was being purchased in Australia and
the northern hemisphere by people – many
of them ex-pat New Zealanders, wanting
to know what all the fuss was. We are yet
to receive negative comments from any
member of the public who has purchased the
book and read it.
The world has become a global village,
thanks to new technology in the printing
and publishing business. We will continue to
provide print magazines, and you will now
be able to access a greater range of our books
as well, but you will also be able to enjoy an
enhanced digital experience if you register
with the new site.
We hope you enjoy it.
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MACSYNA KING BOOK
Unlike most people who cast their bread
(judgements) upon troubled waters I – like I
am sure many of us – required or indeed had
a need to hear and read a Mothers/Sisters/
Nieces/Aunts/Family and Whanau members accounts that had occurred on the day
of the events that led up to the deaths and
thereafter of both Chris and Cru.
I live in Taupo and had requested 3
weeks ago from our local library that I
would like to read the book, could they
bring it in for me – with much disdain, they
ordered your book in and made reference
to me that I was the first person to want
to read it or request a copy for the library –
under breath she walked off saying, ‘why
in the heck would you want to?’ To which
I called back to her and said ‘Do you want
to know the truth? Because I want to know
the truth – wouldn’t you?’ she moved off
quickly.
I received the book yesterday at 5.30pm
and started reading it at 9.30pm. I stayed
up until 2am this morning to read it from
cover to cover.
I believe Macsyna King – I know truth
when I read it – I know truth when I hear
it – it’s instinctive and it’s a ‘knowing’
I have always had. Macsyna will know
this only too well, because her life as a
youngster was literally ‘no different’ from
the same lives many of my family members knew – and especially in ‘Mangere’
(not so much Mangere Central or Mangere
East of Mangere Bridge) but many, many
families that were brought up in Mangere
– Proper (the hub). We could claim the
maunga or Mangere Mountain – we from
Mangere had a fortress (Maori Fortress) it
was our Mountain, and no other Mangere
around could put pay to that…Abuse of
all kinds ran rampant in many places in
South Auckland – but none so more than
the streets of Mangere. In your book you
mention or Max mentions that there was
a sense of foreboding in and around her
home – a fear – you just knew it…
I take my hat off to Macsyna – for her
educated mind – her tolerance of having
to put up with her fair share of her lot as
well – I understand only too well how the
media made a circus out of her and her
children and family…for this – she is well
admired by me. In time – I too will put
pen to paper in the hope that it brings an

understanding of the cost of lives held
cherished both young and old, or who we
are as Maori people – where we are going
or even not going – what distinguished
Mangere from any other suburb in New
Zealand – I am able to move through the
violence, the drugs, the gangs, the families
and their children amongst the generations
of long ago to now with a keen insight and
knowledge, that would, I believe – rattle
the cupboards of the dead and living.
Truth needs no explanation – it just ‘is’.
Please thank Macsyna for me will you –
as I thank you personally for your writings
in the book.

Poetry

Michele Tawhai, Taupo

That Dreamtime

Hinemoa slid out that night
buoyed and hindered by gourds
near where the airport sits today.
Who knows: three, four hours or more
she reached the bay
on Mokoia’s shore.
My daughter‘s bay is Bronte.
Her calabashes are twinjets which haul
her to that dreamtime where once
Hinemoa chanced all.
The Airbus glides in, the engines stop.
Penny greets not Tutanekai, but Pop.
Dermot Mora

COMING SOON
THE MOST INTERESTING BOOK YOU’LL READ THIS ELECTION

Ask for it at Whitcoulls, Paper Plus, Borders, Dymocks, Take Note,
Relay and all good independent bookstores
or online at howlingatthemoon.com
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Richard Prosser

eyes right

In Prosser’s ideal world, somebody
on that ill-fated Norwegian island would
have grabbed a rifle from the boot of their
car as soon as Breivik started firing,
and stopped the massacre before
it had properly begun
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Prevention or cure

N

orway’s recent mass shooting
tragedy has put the spotlight on a
number of human and societal failings, many if not most of them applicable to
New Zealand.
That one lone madman was able to go on
a murderous rampage is a tragedy because it
did not appear to be in any way predictable.
That no-one was able to stop him is an even
greater tragedy, because the worst of the
massacre should have been entirely preventable. Does nobody in Norway apart from
Anders Breivik own a gun, I find myself
asking? Why didn’t somebody shoot him?
Why did Norwegian Police take 40 minutes
to drive to the scene once alerted, instead of
grabbing the nearest helicopter? The questions go on, leaving as much unanswered as
they resolve.
Most pointless amongst them, in this
writer’s opinion, is the ongoing debate
which the incident has triggered concerning Norway’s justice system and sentencing
laws, which have close parallels with our
own. Under the liberal Scandinavian country’s Court regime, the maximum stretch
for which Breivik can be incarcerated is 21
years, decried by many observers as being
manifestly insufficient. People question why
life doesn’t mean life, they demand cumulative sentencing, or capital punishment; their
outrage and desire for revenge is perfectly
understandable.
Your favourite commentator, however,
sees things in a different light. Yes, New
Zealand, like Norway, is too soft on criminals. Yes, we need longer prison sentences
and harsher prisons, to punish, to deter, to

exact retribution. But these things only work
up to a point, and for the worst of offenders
and in the worst of cases they achieve nothing at all. I confess that I’m as guilty as the
next person of wanting the criminal justice
system to provide me with vengeance, and I
know that that makes me no better than the
person who has offended against my society.
We mete out punishment from a desire to
change the behaviour of an offender, even
though it is a reality that some people will
never, and can never, be rehabilitated. And
deterrence, as far as the most heinous of
crimes are concerned, is probably the most
futile motivation of all. Deterrence only
works on people with rational minds, and
certain crimes are only committed by irrational people. Temporary or not, it is insanity, I would posit, which is at the root of all
but a small minority of the worst of human
evils. Parking fines and speeding tickets may
serve to prevent recidivism and deter others
from the minor transgression of society’s
less momentous laws and regulations; but
penalties for more serious offences, however
stern, appear not to be similarly effective.
Rape, murder, child molestation; the
most vile crimes have been illegal since
forever in every domain of human jurisdiction, punishable throughout history by the
strongest of retaliations, up to and including
death. And yet people continue to commit
them. And a crime once committed stays
committed, as do the repercussions from
it. Locking Anders Breivik up for a mere 21
years is an affront to decent society and the
innate human sense of right and wrong, that
much is sure; but what greater end would be

achieved by locking him up for
41 years instead, or the term of
his natural life – or even taking his life, come to that?
The point I am getting to is
that regardless of what society
does to people like Breivik, his
victims aren’t coming back.
The people he killed will still
be dead. There is no sentence,
no punishment, no retribution
which good people can impose
on bad people that will undo
the effects of their crimes.
Sixty-nine innocent lives were
ended at Utoya Island, and
regardless of what becomes of
Anders Behring Breivik, they
have ended forever.
So I say this; we are barking up the wrong tree in our
response to those who offend
in the worst ways against society and its members. Punishment
doesn’t work. Deterrence doesn’t work. Revenge is good for the
spleen but achieves nothing either. The only practical approach to
dealing with offenders is to prevent them, inasmuch as is possible,
from offending in the first place. For my part, my loved ones are
far too precious for any sentence after the fact to constitute compensation for their loss.
To that end, good people must be provided with the means
and freedom to protect themselves and others against the violations of the evil and the insane. Why our liberal modern society
shies away from embracing such a principle of law I have never
been able to comprehend, as the need for it was well understood
by civilisation’s framers of old. The United States Constitution provides the citizens of that great nation with the right to
bear arms, as is well known; perhaps more surprising to New
Zealanders today is the truth that so does our own. The English
Bill of Rights 1689, as its seventh tenet, expressly states “That the
subjects which are Protestants may have arms for their defence
suitable to their conditions and as allowed by law.” In my view
we should require our politicians to enshrine this right in legislation, and craft our laws according to it.
Instead, however, we hide behind the cowardly PC cop-out
that comprises modern laws on self-defence, upholding the
rights of criminals and punishing the innocent and the lawabiding. As another enlightened commentator put it, we seem to
believe that a woman lying dead in an alleyway, beaten, raped,
and then strangled with her own underwear, is somehow morally superior to another woman explaining to the cops that the
dead thug bleeding out in the same alley only has nine slugs in
him because her Glock jammed while firing the tenth.
It is well past high time that the tables were turned. As
recently as 1973, every Bank in New Zealand had a pistol under
the counter, and tellers undertook regular revolver training. Whose brilliantly stupid idea was it for that policy to be
abandoned? As far as Yours Truly is concerned, dairy owners

n Norway's princess Mette-Marit, right, and princess Märtha
Louise take part in a rose walk in Oslo, Norway after the attack
that claimed the lives of at least 76 people. Officials in Norway
formally charged 32-year-old Anders Breivik with violating the
country's anti-terrorism laws and remanded him to solitary
confinement for the next four weeks. /Jorg Carstensen/DPA/
Abaca Press/MCT

and householders alike damned well should be allowed to have
a shotgun within reach, and taxi drivers as well as cops should
almost be required to have at least a Walther PPK clipped to
the sun visor. As for the aforementioned lady in the alleyway,
any law that allows her to have a Derringer in her purse gets
my vote. In Prosser’s ideal world, somebody on that ill-fated
Norwegian island would have grabbed a rifle from the boot of
their car as soon as Breivik started firing, and stopped the massacre before it had properly begun, as has happened a number of
times in the US. And it goes without saying that the defenders
of the innocent should be given a medal rather than dragged
through the courts.
Which leads me to an announcement. Like most people, I
want to build a better world and a better country, and this year
I’m putting my money where my mouth is and standing for
Parliament again. Anyone lucky enough to live in the Waimakariri will find me on their ballot paper as the candidate for New
Zealand First, for whose nationwide Party vote I will be campaigning. As I did in 2005, I have made an undertaking to our
esteemed editors that I will not use their magazine for electioneering, and so I will also reiterate that the views expressed here
are not necessarily those of the NZ First Party; they’re mine, as
they always have been, and people can be quite sure that what
they see is what they’ll be getting.
We can cure this country’s ills and prevent a repeat of the
mistakes of the past, if we work together and follow the right
path. I intend to be a part of that process.
Richard Prosser © 2011
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Mark Steyn

steynpost

The prolongation of adolescence seems
to derive from the bleak fact that, without an
efficient societal conveyor belt to move
you on, it appears to be the default setting
of huge swathes of humanity

A tale of two declines

E
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ven if the economy were to fix
itself overnight, we’d still face sincere
cultural challenges.
I was on a very long flight the other day
and, to get me through it, I had two books:
the new bestseller Of Thee I Zing by Laura
Ingraham, and a book I last read twenty
years ago, The Radetzky March by Joseph
Roth. The former is the latest hit from one
of America’s most popular talk radio hosts;
the latter is an Austrian novel from 1932 by a
fellow who drank himself to death just before
the Second World War, which, if you’re
planning on drinking yourself to death, is
a better pretext than most. Don’t worry, I’ll
save the Germanic alcoholic guy for a couple
of paragraphs, although the two books are
oddly related.
Of Thee I Zing’s subtitle is “America’s
Cultural Decline: From Muffin Tops To Body
Shots.” If you are sufficiently culturally aware
to know what a “muffin top” and a “body
shot” are (and incidentally, if you don’t have
time to master all these exciting new trends,
these two can be combined into one convenient “muffin shot”), you may not think them
the most pressing concerns as the Republic
sinks beneath its multitrillion-dollar debt
burden. But, as Miss Ingraham says, “Even if
our economic and national security challenges disappeared overnight, we’d still have
to climb out of the cultural abyss into which
we’ve tumbled.”
Actually, I think I’d go a little further than
the author on that. I’m a great believer that
culture trumps economics. Every time the
government in Athens calls up the Germans
and says, okay, we’ve burned through the

last bailout, time for the next one, Angela
Merkel understands all too well that the
real problem in Greece is not the Greek
finances but the Greek people. Even somnolent liberal columnists grasp this: a recent
Thomas Friedman column in the New York
Times was headlined, “Can Greeks Become
Germans?” I think we all know the answer to
that. Any society eventually winds up with
the finances you’d expect. So think of our
culture as one almighty muffin shot, with
America as a giant navel filled with the cheap
tequila of our rising debt and#… #no, wait,
this metaphor’s getting way out of hand.
These are difficult issues for social conservatives to write about. When we venture
into this terrain, we’re invariably dismissed
as uptight squares who can’t get any action.
That happens to be true in my case, but
Laura Ingraham has the advantage of being
a “pretty girl,” as disgraced Congressman
Charlie Rangel made the mistake of calling
her on TV the other day in an interview that
went hilariously downhill thereafter. So, she
has a little more credibility on this turf than
I would. She opens with a lurid account of a
recent visit to a north Virginia mall – zombie
teens texting, a thirtysomething metrosexual
having his eyebrows threaded, a fiftysomething cougar spilling out of her tube top,
grade-schoolers in the latest “prostitot”
fashions – and then embarks on a lively tour
of American cultural levers, from schools
to social media to churches to Hollywood.
If there is a common theme in the various
rubble of cultural ruin, it’s the urge to enter
adolescence ever earlier and leave it later and
later, if at all. So we have skanky tweens “dry

humping” at middle-school dances, and an ever greater proportion of “men” in their thirties living at home with their parents.
Adolescence, like retirement, is an invention of the modern age. If the extension of retirement into a multi-decade
government-funded vacation is largely a function of increased
life expectancy, the prolongation of adolescence seems to derive
from the bleak fact that, without an efficient societal conveyor
belt to move you on, it appears to be the default setting of huge
swathes of humanity. It was striking, during the Hurricane
Irene frenzy, to hear the Federal Emergency Management
Agency refer to itself repeatedly as “the federal family.” If Big
Government is a “family,” with the bureaucracy as its parents,
why be surprised that the citizens are content to live as eternal
adolescents?
Perhaps the saddest part of the book is Ingraham’s brisk tour
of recent romantic ballads. Exhibit A, Enrique Iglesias:
Please excuse me, I don’t mean to be rude
But tonight I’m f**king you . . .
Well, at least he said “excuse me,” which is more than this
young swain did:
Take my order ’cause your body like a carry out
Let me walk into your body until it’s lights out.
Lovely: I am so hot for you I look on you as a Burger King
drive-thru. That’s what the chicks dig. That’s what you’ll be
asking the band to play at your silver wedding anniversary as
you tell the young ’uns that they don’t write ’em like they used
to. Even better, this exquisite love song is sung not by some
bling-dripping braggart hoodlum of the rap fraternity but by
the quintessential child-man of contemporary pop culture, exMouseketeer Justin Timberlake.
It’s not the vulgarity or the crassness or even the grunting
moronic ugliness, but something more basic: the absence of
tenderness. A song such as “It Had To Be You” or “The Way You
Look Tonight” presupposes certain courtship rituals. If a society no longer has those, it’s not surprising that it can no longer
produce songs to embody them: After all, a great love ballad is,
to a certain extent, aspirational; you hope to have a love worthy
of such a song. A number like “Carry Out” is enough to make
you question whether the fundamental things really do apply as
time goes by.
Yet one of the curious features of a hypersexualized society
is that it becomes paradoxically sexless and joyless. Guys who
confidently bellow along with Enrique’s “F**king You” no longer quite know how to ask a girl for a chocolate malt at the soda
fountain. It’s hardly surprising that, as Miss Ingraham reports,
the formerly fringe activity of computer dating has now gone
mainstream on an industrial scale. And, even then, as a couple
of young ladies happened to mention to me after various recent
encounters through Match.com and the like, an alarming
number of chaps would rather see you naked on their iPhones
Anthony Weiner–style than actually get you naked in their
bachelor pads. I was reminded of The Children Of Men, set in an
infertile world, in which P.D. James’s characters, liberated from
procreation, increasingly find sex too much trouble.
Laura Ingraham’s book is a rollicking read. But, as I said, I
picked it up after a re-immersion in The Radetzky March by
Joseph Roth, a melancholy portrait of the decline of the Habsburg

A number like “Carry Out” is
enough to make you question
whether the fundamental things
really do apply as time goes by
Empire seen through the eyes of three generations of minor
nobility and imperial civil servants in the years before the Great
War swept away an entire world order and its assumptions of permanence. Roth was a man of the post-war era, yet he could not
write his story without an instinctive respect for the lost rituals
of a doomed world: The novel takes its title from the great Strauss
march that the town band plays in front of the District Commissioner’s home every Sunday. As much as the Habsburgs, we too
are invested in the illusions of permanence, and perhaps one day
it will fall to someone to write a bittersweet novel about the final
years of the republic. But we will not even enjoy the consolations
of a Strauss march. It doesn’t have quite the same ring if you call
the book “Carry Out” or “F**king You.”
Mark Steyn, an Investigate columnist, is author of After America:
Get Ready for Armageddon.
© 2011 Mark Steyn
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DOCTORS’
ORDERS
JUST HOW
GOOD ARE
NATURAL
REMEDIES?

WORDS BY IAN WISHART
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erbal Extract Extends
Life For Heart Failure
Patients” – not our headline but one blasted all
over the internet by the
main news site for scientific and medical
studies, Science Daily, four years ago.
The extract they’re referring to is
hawthorn or, more accurately, a highly
concentrated and purified extract of hawthorn known as WS-1442, and subjected
to medical tests to ensure its safety and
effectiveness. Why? Because as you can
see above, WS-1442, marketed under the
brand name Cardiomax in New Zealand
and Australia, appears to hold serious
promise for the tens of thousands of New
Zealanders with heart disease.
You would think with such an endorsement of a natural herbal product for
heart disease, that doctors in this country
would be advising patients to urgently
add it to their prescriptions. But that’s
not what’s happening, and similar stories
of proven remedies being largely ignored
by the medical profession are a dime a
dozen. What gives?
One who should know is Victoria
University biological sciences professor
Shaun Holt.
In 2009, Holt was co-author of a study
in the New Zealand Medical Journal,1
headlined by Rob Siebers of Otago
University, which carried out a sting
operation on 26 health food stores, and
26 pharmacies in the same areas, to see
how staff responded to someone seeking
assistance with a blood pressure problem.
“In all 26 pharmacies, the individual
was referred directly to a pharmacist if the
first contact was with an assistant. Twentyfive of the 26 pharmacists recommended
an immediate visit to a medical practitioner. One pharmacist recommended antioxidants and multivitamins and suggested
that these together with stress reduction,
regular exercise, and a fish meal once a
week would reduce blood pressure within
2 weeks,” reported the study.
“In the health food stores, 25 of 26 staff
did not refer the individual to a medical
practitioner, rather they recommended and
sold a wide variety of products, the most
frequent being garlic which accounted for
16 of the 25 preparations sold.”
At one health food store, they reported,
the sales assistant told the customer with
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high blood pressure they could see “a white
ring of salt around your iris”, and recommended a visit to an iridologist, of which
the sales assistant just happened to be one.
It wasn’t the first sting the medical
researchers had carried out.
“The fact that the majority of health food
store staff recommended ineffective products and no further blood pressure checks
amounts to potentially harmful advice.
“Inadequate advice has also been
demonstrated in our previous study. In
that study a 21-year-old female presenting
with symptoms suggestive of moderate to
severe asthma was referred to a doctor by
92% of pharmacy staff, but by only 35% of
health food staff. Although a number of
remedies were suggested by health food
staff, in none was there good evidence of
efficacy in asthma.”
Surprisingly, health store staff have
been caught recommending products to
pregnant women that could be dangerous
to their babies:
“In another study, similar poor advice
was given to pregnant women presenting with nausea in pregnancy. These
researchers found that the majority of
health food stores failed to supply the
correct dosage or duration of the anti
nausea treatment that was recommended.
Of more serious concern was the fact that
5% of the recommended products contained potentially teratogenic (harmful
mutation-causing) compounds.”
What does all this mean? Quite simply
it means that natural remedies that
actually work, like the hawthorn extract
Cardiomax, are being lost in a barrage of
bad publicity for alternative medicines.
Holt describes himself “as a bit of a
sceptic” when it comes to natural remedies. “I teach evidence-based natural
health, that’s what I’m interested in. I’m
a big supporter of natural products and
remedies that work, and for those that
don’t work you won’t find a bigger critic.”
How to tell what works and what
doesn’t? Holt’s answer is simple: decide
on the evidence. Medical studies.
“Research can be hard. If you want
to check out whether vitamin C prevents heart attacks – just to make up
an example – it’s pretty hard to prove
because you have vitamin C in your diet
anyway and you have to run the tests for
ten to 15 years, and then of course you are

not going to get a patent for it. Without
a patent there is going to be very little
financial return for you, so without the
funds it can be hard at times.
“Of course the medical profession
demand evidence – they have to, it would
be negligent not to.
“I was like a lot of doctors, I thought
it was all nonsense,” explains Professor
Holt. “And then when I looked into it I

natural remedies that actually
work, like the hawthorn extract
Cardiomax, are being lost in
a barrage of bad publicity for
alternative medicines
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saw there were some really good studies in there. So the issues are, firstly, that
doctors are trained in this. I spoke to a
recent graduate, and in five years of medical school training she’d had a half a day
of training on complimentary alternative
medicines, which is virtually nothing.
And when I went through the system 12
years ago that’s half a day more than I had.
“On the good side, doctors know full
well that they need to know about this
subject, for a couple of reasons. First of all
they want to help people, so if there’s stuff
out there that can help people, is safe and
works as well, they want to use it. But also
they know their patients are using these
things, so they recognise there’s a gap in
their knowledge.
“For doctors, it’s so hard to keep in
touch with all the drugs coming through,
and to then get into the nitty gritty of all
the complimentary therapies where they
don’t know much about to start with, is
hard. That’s one thing, and another is
that doctors are naturally conservative
anyway. When you look at pharmaceutical drugs, going back to beta-blockers
for heart disease, in hindsight we can see
that once the evidence and the data was
out there, it was around ten years really
until it became standard practice.”
Which brings us back to Cardiomax.
Why is this product having such a hard
time reaching the consciousness of
doctors? We know it is safe: “An extract
of Crataegus-WS 1442-standardized
by a special process of production and
adjusted to 18.75% oligomeric procyanidines, was investigated in single and
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repeat-dose toxicity studies. No target
organ toxicity was defined at high multiples of the human dose (100 times) and
the battery of standard mutagenic and
clastogenic tests were negative,” reports
one study.

H

olt thinks the studies he’s seen
are too small to get cut through
with doctors, and that Cardiomax simply needs greater awareness.
“Take, for example, the hawthorn
extract. I’ve seen some very good papers
coming through on that, but it’s not
proven to the level, I would say, of a pharmaceutical. Off the top of my head there
would be one, two hundred people in
these studies, while with pharmaceuticals
there might be three to five thousand.
Now that’s not to say there’s not good evidence [supporting the use of Cardiomax]
– I would say that for people with heart
failure hawthorn is well worth trying,
based on what I’ve seen.”
Now Holt is well-briefed and well up
to speed on natural remedy research, but
even his reaction is a perfect example of
how medically-tested natural remedies
still have an uphill fight for attention –
here’s why: the WS 1442 extract has been
medically trialled by thousands, not just
a few hundred people.
Koller et al in 2005 put Cardiomax
to the test in a trial of 711 patients2, and
found, “The quality of life of the patients
and the cardinal symptoms of CHD
(performance impairment, fatigue, exertion dyspnea, palpitations) improved
in the Crataegus [WS 1442] cohort to a

significantly greater extent than in the
comparison cohorts.” Significantly for
taxpayers, the medical costs of those
being treated with Cardiomax were lower
than conventional medical costs.
The American Heart Journal reported
a study of 209 patients taking either
Cardiomax or a placebo, with significant improvements in the Cardiomax
patients.3
But if it’s backsides on seats you’re after,
the granddaddy of the studies to date is
the SPICE trial published in 2008, which
followed the fortunes of 2,700 congestive heart failure patients for two years.
What they found was that patients on
Cardiomax not only gained more time on
the clock before suffering a cardiac event,
but a significant reduction – nearly 40%
– in sudden cardiac death within the two
year study, for patients with reduced left
ventricular ejection fraction.
As Science Daily reported: “An herbal
medicinal substance, Crataegus Extract
WS®1442, safely extends the lives of
congestive heart failure patients already
receiving pharmacological treatment for
the disease, according to a study presented at the American College of Cardiology’s 56th Annual Scientific Session.
“Crataegus Extract WS®1442 is an
extract of leaves of the Crataegus tree,
and is a natural antioxidant. The herb is
currently approved for use in some European countries to treat early congestive
heart failure, a condition in which the
heart cannot pump enough blood to the
body’s other organs.
“A total of 2,681 patients with markedly
impaired left ventricular function–indicating advanced congestive heart failure–
were randomized to WS®1442 or placebo
for a duration of two years. All patients
were already receiving pharmacological
therapy with ACE-inhibitors (83 %), betablockers (64 %), glycosides (57 %), spironolactone (39 %) and diuretics (85 %).
“Dr. Christian J. F. Holubarsch and his
team saw a 20 percent reduction in cardiacrelated deaths among patients on WS®1442,
extending patients’ lives by four months
during the first 18 months of the study. The
safety of the compound was confirmed by a
lower number of adverse events among the
study group than those on placebo.
“ ‘WS 1442 is safe in patients with more
severe congestive heart failure and left

ventricular ejection fraction lower than 35
percent,’ said Dr. Holubarsch of Median
Kliniken Hospitals in Bad Krozingen,
Germany, and lead study author. ‘It
postpones death of cardiac cause after 18
months and sudden cardiac death in an
important subgroup of patients’.”
The WS-1442 extract has also been
praised by one of Australia’s top cardiologists, Professor David Colquhoun, who
briefed his New Zealand colleagues on
the trial results in 2007. And if that’s not
enough, the highly respected international Cochrane Collaboration, regarded
as the gold standard in medical studies,
reported in 2008: “there is a significant
benefit in symptom control and physiologic outcomes from hawthorn extract
as an adjunctive treatment for chronic
heart failure.”
Yet despite all this, Cardiomax remains
unknown to most doctors and the public.
For his part in the wider battle, Victoria University’s Shaun Holt is actively try-

the studies that directly tested natural
remedies in randomised trials comparing
them to registered medicines.
“Overall, there appears to be small, if
any, differences in efficacy in these head
to head comparison studies.”
In other words, taking St John’s Wort
or Omega 3 fish oils may be easier for
depressed patients than a course of
fluoxetine.
Holt’s next project is analysing the use
of Manuka honey for home wound treatment, acne and other household medical
purposes. Even so, he admits the battle
for professional attention is a hard one.
“Clinical trials are an incredibly
bureaucratic process…I’m testing honey
and we are putting it on skin, for acne,
eczema and things like that, but we also
have to go to the Ministry of Health for
approval, and it’s an application hundreds of pages long, and it’s the same
application you would use for a potent
new chemotherapy drug! It’s absolutely

cancers, but a recent medical study
involving less than 30 people did not find
any significant improvement in cognitive
ability for people taking resveratrol. Was
that because the study was far too small,
or because resveratrol simply doesn’t
have any impact on mental acuity? Who
knows, as not enough human studies
of resveratrol have been done. As the
Siebers-Holt study from 2009 pointed
out, sometimes natural products can
be harmful – resveratrol for example
has been shown in one clinical study5
to boost the ability of the hep-C virus
to spread inside the body, so resveratrol
is not regarded as safe for anyone with
hepatitis C. Generally though for most
other people, it is widely regarded as safe.
“Resveratrol,” says Holt, “is not going
to harm you. It’s a good antioxidant and
we probably need some antioxidants, but
the claims in terms of life expectancy and
cancer are pretty much based on rodents,
and often that just doesn’t apply to

there is a significant benefit in symptom control and
physiologic outcomes from hawthorn extract as an
adjunctive treatment for chronic heart failure
ing to focus the attention of his medical
colleagues on natural products that have
been proven to work.
“I don’t think there’s a huge antagonism
from most doctors toward using these
things, but I think they want to be convinced on the evidence. It’s getting access to
the data and actually seeing the evidence in
the first place which is quite hard.”
In July this year Holt published an
article4 in the journal New Zealand Doctor,
reporting that some natural remedies are
actually better at treating depression than
Prozac or other pharmaceutical drugs.
“Recent studies have shown antidepressant
medications may not be very effective for
mild to moderate depression,” Holt wrote,
“and [effectiveness] may be minimal or
non-existent, on average, in patients with
mild or moderate symptoms.”
Given that around one in every 15 people walking into a doctor’s surgery being
diagnosed with clinical depression, Holt
says it’s time for his colleagues to look at

hideous what you have to do.”
The price of credibility, though, is
jumping through the regulatory hoops.
It’s what sets serious and reputable contenders apart from the hucksters.
“The other issue I have hinted at
though,” says Holt, “is that most complimentary therapies and products are
a waste of time, or even harmful. If you
speak to Edzard Ernst, who’s the world’s
number one authority on the subject, he
would say 95% of these products are useless or even harmful.”
And therein lies the rub: when radio
hosts are spending every waking minute
flogging a huge range of ‘health’ products
to the public that have largely proved
advantageous to mice, natural medicines
backed by much larger human clinical
trials are being lost in the ‘white noise’
of commercial marketing, and medical
profession cynicism.
Resveratrol, for example, shows
promise in treating myeloma and colon

people. Have some resveratrol, have some
red wine as well, but I believe the claims
may be overstated on the basis of current
medical knowledge.”
In the meantime, if the public want
the benefit of clinically-tested over-thecounter heart health products, natural
antidepressants or similar complimentary medicines, they may need to take the
initiative and draw their doctor’s attention to them.
References:
1. http://journal.nzma.org.nz/
journal/122-1293/3575/content.pdf
2. MMW-Fortschrtitte der Medizin
Originalien IV, 2005: 159-164
3. Tauchert, M, American Heart Journal,
Volume 143, Issue 5, May 2002, Pages
910-915
4. Holt, S, New Zealand Doctor, 13 July
2011, pp48-49
5. World J Gastroenterol. 2010 April 21;
16(15): 1937–1938.
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Rewriting History
A controversial new book argues New
Zealanders are not being given the full story
on Treaty disputes. In this exclusive extract
author DR JOHN ROBINSON covers off
what he regards as misinformation about
Maori population and land use
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C

onsiderable sums are spent
on employing academics and
researchers to write reports
supporting claims before the
Waitangi Tribunal. The Crown
Forestry Rental Trust assists Maori to prepare, present and negotiate claims against
the Crown, including funding research
that is required to support the claimant’s
argument. Total assistance from the Trust
to claimants in 2010 was $34.5 million.
This is seriously big money and has a
considerable impact on the direction of
research into Maori history.
There is also funding for Vision
Matauranga from the Foundation of
Research, Science and Technology, the
Royal Society of New Zealand and the
Health Research Council of NZ. The
Maori Potential Fund controlled by Te
Puni Kokiri uses “knowledge obtained
through Te Puni Kokiri’s strategic relationships with Maori communities and
organisations” to make investments in
excess of $23 million a year.
Stream one, Matauranga (Knowledge
and Skills), “aims to enable increased
Maori acquisition, creation, maintenance, and transferral of traditional
and contemporary knowledge.” Such
directed efforts have a decided effect on
the development and viability of university departments, and on the vision of the
past that is told to the public and taught
at schools and universities. The subsequent emphasis then influences political
debate and the direction of common law
in New Zealand.
I have worked in that industry. In
2000 I analysed Maori demographic and
land information for the northern South
Island. The data told a simple story. There
was no correlation between land holdings
and demography.
My report was emphatically rejected by
the Crown Forestry Trust. They claimed
that it would obscure the true nature of
the supposed “cataclysm” which afflicted
Te Tau iwi between 1850 and 1900. However, the data showed that there had been
no such cataclysm. In fact, a demographic
recovery was evident.
Here is some of the data that I was considering. This is the proportion of young
people in the two northern South island
districts, Nelson and Marlborough and
the southern North Island.
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In a steady, moderately healthy (for
the times) underdeveloped population
the proportion of young (those under 15)
would be around 40%. The earliest census
figures, in 1858, showed that the proportion of young in South Island groups to
be around 20%. This is indicative of low
birth rates and poor health then and in
the preceding years. The ratio improved
to much better values of 30 to 40% by
1881. A second indicator, the ratio of
young to adult women, followed the same
recovery path. That ratio was a very low
0.65 to 1 in 1858, and increased markedly

to 1.2-1.8 to 1 by 1886. This was recovery
in just 30 years. Throughout the years of
land loss, the Maori population recovered
from its previous decline during and
immediately following the Musket Wars.
These are small populations, and the
groups involved moved about a lot.
More definite indications are provided
by the numbers for all Maori in New Zealand. The next two graphs are of the ratio
of children per 100 adults for all Maori
in New Zealand (not children related to
the total population as in the previous
figure), and the ratio of females to males.

Here is the same pattern, of a very poor
situation in 1858 and a steady improvement throughout the rest of the nineteenth century. The population trends
obviously reflect the health of the population, being a combination of survival,
new births and infant mortality. The New
Zealand Maori population had decreased
considerably from 1800. After 1840, while
population decline continued, the rate of
decline steadily decreased as the population stabilised, setting the scene for
recovery by the end of the century.

W

hile estimates (which could
be described as guesstimates)
vary considerably, reasonable
estimates of the Maori population are
120,000 in 1800 and 70,000 in 1840. The
1857/1858 Census value (again with some
uncertainty but much more definite) was
56,049. This declined further to 47,330 in
1874. Thereafter the Maori population stabilised (43,927 in 1886) and was growing
in 1900. The data tell us that the demographic situation of Maori was dire at the
beginning of the period after the 1840
Treaty, and was recovering rapidly so that
within 30 years the ratios of young people
to the whole population, and of young
people to women, were approaching
those expected in a steady underdeveloped population.
Maori were no longer a dying race. The
census data does however show continuing female infanticide by Maori through
to the end of the century.
But before I was paid I was required to
rewrite my report, to argue a deleterious

impact from land loss during that period;
that message had to be written in. Needless to say, I am not proud of that work,
when I adapted the analysis away from
the facts to fit the client’s requirements.
Significantly, I was not instructed to
look further at what the numbers had to
say. I continue now with the analysis that
would have been followed by anyone free
to search for the truth.
The experiences of the South Island
groups were similar to those of all Maori.
The number of children per 100 adults
was very low in 1858, 37 for all Maori in
New Zealand. This recovered rapidly, to
43 in 1874 (in just 16 years) and on to 58
in 1901. The population had declined precipitously in the years of the musket wars,
1800-1840, leaving a harmed and struggling society. The rate of decline slowed,
to be followed within 40 years by stability
and then recovery.
The major loss of population and harm
to society occurred before 1840.
With a preponderance of older Maori
in 1858 a population decline for some
further decades was inevitable even when

the basic cause was removed. It takes
decades for a demographic recovery to
work through.
Any change in population will be
determined by both the initial demographics (population structure) and by
the subsequent rates of birth and survival (including loss of female children
due to infanticide, which continued). At
the time of the signing of the Treaty of
Waitangi (1840), the period of war and
disruption of the musket wars (together
with introduced disease) had reduced
birth rates. Despite the killings of many
warriors in the wars, there were fewer
Maori women than men, probably due to
female infanticide.
It was then inevitable that the Maori
population would decline further even as
peace returned and as health improved.
The events of that period of warfare are
considered in the next section, dealing
with the “Musket Wars”.
The demographic recovery spread over
a full generation until the Maori population stabilised and grew later in the
century. The simple model outlined in
Appendix 1 illustrates that evolution. The
decline from 70,000 in 1840 to 56,000 in
1878 at the time of the first census is consistent with an initial shortage of young
people, fewer women (in part due to
previous infanticide of female babies) and
a modest birth rate. The further decline
to 47,330 in 1874 is similarly consistent
with model calculations assuming a
slight improvement in fertility. This was a
period of definite improvement.
These estimates are based on the
limited available data. Other estimated
measures, such as life expectancy, are
consistent with the suggestion that Maori
health improved steadily throughout the
19th century once the intertribal wars
ceased.

After 1840, while population decline
continued, the rate of decline
steadily decreased as the population
stabilised, setting the scene for
recovery by the end of the century
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Any interpretation of Maori health and
population dynamics is highly dependent
on the estimates of numbers prior to the
first census of 1858.
There is a considerable range of estimates in the many available reports, both
published and on the web. One reference
for a population of 70,000 (assumed
here) is the NCEA website. That estimate
comes from Te Ara, the online encyclopaedia of NZ prepared by the Ministry
for Culture and Heritage.
Even though that population estimate
is reasonable, the online encyclopaedia
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includes a number of highly questionable
claims. My comments are interpolated
here throughout the text in italics and
within square brackets.
“There were barely 100,000 Maori in
New Zealand when Captain James Cook
first visited in 1769 [This is lower than
almost any estimate], and demographers
estimate the population to have been
70,000 to 90,000 when the Treaty of
Waitangi was signed in 1840. It is likely
that the Maori population had continued to grow after 1769 [This is in no way
supported by evidence, just conjecture

creating an impression of an early healthy
population] – but that growth rates
declined in the early 19th century because
Maori were exposed to new diseases
to which they had no immunity (like
measles, influenza and tuberculosis),
introduced by Pakeha settlers [There is no
evidence that disease was a main cause of
that decline, although it no doubt contributed. Indeed in some cases disease put
an end to war parties]. The musket wars
of the 1820s and 1830s added to rising
mortality rates, but not to the extent that
some commentators have suggested. [The

evidence is overwhelming for tens of thousand of dead in the warfare and associated
disruption.]
Very high levels of mortality meant
that the Maori population declined
for most of the 19th century. The most
rapid decrease occurred between 1840
and 1860, when the Maori population
dropped by up to 30%. [This is simply
wrong. The population drop was 120,000 to
70,000 (40%) from 1800 to 1840. It dropped
another 20% to 56,049 in 1858 (Census
figure). The former drop is primarily
due to war, the latter a consequence of

demographic trends (existing lack of
young and women plus low birth rates and
survival rates). The text creates throughout
the impression of a healthy population
brought down by European contact, which
is simply not so.] Immunity to communicable diseases gradually improved and
the rate of decline slowed from the late
1870s. In 1891 the population reached its
lowest figure at just under 42,000.” [The
population in 1891 was 44,177 and the
lowest census population was before that,
43,927 in 1886 (the 1896 census is widely
considered to have been defective). The
population had pretty much levelled off
from 47,330 in 1874.]
A majority of references on the web
report a much higher Maori population
in 1840. Examples are 135,000 from the
Google Docs factsheet, 115,000 from The
Cambridge History of the British Empire
(quoting Diefenbach) and from New
Zealand in History, 100,000 from Wikispaces, Te Papa (treaty2u) and history
how stuff works, and 90,000 from New
Zealand Wars (Danny Keenan). Those
higher estimates have been used to support claims of massive disruption (such
as the “cataclysm” claimed by the Crown
Forestry Trust) following colonisation.
They cannot be brought into accord
with the far more accurate later census
figures. A small decrease during the
musket wars, and then sudden plunge (by
44%) between 1840 and 1858, required to
fit the higher estimate of 100,000 Maori
in 1840 (as shown in the next figure) is
simply not credible.
As shown in Appendix 1, natural
change – the consequence of a poor

initial demographic structure and modest childbirth – together with female
infanticide readily explain the decrease
from 70,000 in 1840, but cannot possibly
have reduced the number from anything
like 100,000. That would have required
an additional 30,000 deaths. Such an
extraordinary loss of life would have to
be evident and widely reported in historical accounts for that estimate to have any
credibility. There is no such observation, and the higher estimates of Maori
numbers in 1840 found frequently in the
literature and on the web are impossible.
The unrealistic, distorted and impossible picture of a basically healthy Maori
population prior to the Treaty and colonial government and subsequent decline
is creating an impression of wrongs that
fuel grievance.

THE MUSKET WARS

Since the change in population was
largely determined by what went
before, the next step in our research
is to describe the previous Maori experience and to identify what led to such a
poor population structure.
The answer is not hard to find; indeed
it is blindingly obvious. And it is not
introduced diseases as stated in my reformulated report. Those diseases existed
and were harmful, but they were not the
dominant factor.
That was war.
The period 1800-1840 was the time of
the musket wars, when Maori groups
attacked one another – killing, eating,
enslaving and taking the land. Many
of the captured were kept as slaves and
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held like cattle on the hoof, to be killed
and eaten later. Frequently crops were
destroyed or not adequately tended. As
well as the direct loss of life, the social
fabric was devastated. The horror of the
times is well documented, the slaughter
extreme.
“Of an estimated 100,000 – 150,000
Maori living in New Zealand at or
around 1810, by 1840 probably somewhere
between 50,000 and 60,000 had been
killed, enslaved or forced to migrate as a
result of the wars (working from estimates generated by Ian Pool and others).
In the main that occurred in the short
space of twenty-five years from 1815 to
1840.”
According to Travers, this was a period
of slaughter unparalleled in any country. On occasions around one thousand
perished in the fighting, to be feasted
upon thereafter. The cruelty was severe
and cannibalism was considered glorious,

Life was cheap in traditional Polynesian societies, with an indifference to
death. “From the 1790s missionaries to
Melanesia and Polynesia encountered
and tried to eradicate savage customs –
infanticide, cannibalism, human sacrifice – that they saw as diabolical and as a
primary reason for depopulation.”
“[Earle] maintained that the practice
of female infanticide had greatly diminished since large acquisitions of European
goods, through extensive prostitution of
Maori women to Europeans, had markedly enhanced the value of Maori women
to the community.
It is, however, impossible to prove
whether Maori infanticide diminished
at this time or not (many writers have
claimed it increased) for there is no reliable evidence to establish the extent to
which infanticide was practised either
in pre-historic Maori times or the 1820s
and 1830s, this being a subject on which

of Maori society as violent and dangerous. This is a clearly racist view claiming
a whole ethnic group has these traits.”
One of Paul Moon’s critics, Margaret
Mutu, acknowledged that cannibalism
was widespread throughout New Zealand
but argued that Moon, as a Pakeha, “did
not understand the history of cannibalism and it was ‘very, very hard for a Pakeha to get it right on these things’.” Given
that criticism, it is important to note that
Moon’s description of infanticide is based
on a significant set of references (see the
endnotes 9 to 16 in his Section 3), and
three additional sources are quoted here.
As for the inability to “get it right”, either
there was cannibalism and infanticide or
there was not.
Understanding of history is not ethnically determined.
Since the data considered in Appendix
1 points clearly to female infanticide, it
has been important to establish that pos-

From the 1790s missionaries to Melanesia and Polynesia
encountered and tried to eradicate savage customs –
infanticide, cannibalism, human sacrifice – that they saw
as diabolical and as a primary reason for depopulation
leading on to the most dreadful atrocities.
Europeans witnessed captives being lined
up and standing silently, with the utmost
stoicism, while the victors hacked them
to death with tomahawks, cut them into
pieces, and cleaned, cooked and ate them
‘with greedy delight’. In this atmosphere
of fear and foreboding a captured chief,
Te Maiharanui, strangled his daughter to
prevent her from an even crueler death
at the hands of their enemies. He and his
wife were later tortured until they both
died in considerable agony.
Human life, particularly the lives of
slaves and the conquered, was cheap; such
people had no rights, not even the right
to life itself. When a slave girl, apparently
about fifteen years of age, infuriated an
old chief woman, she was promptly killed
and eaten. The head was thrown to the
children as a plaything. Not even in the
deep south of the USA was the treatment
of slaves as brutal as that.
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Maoris did not willingly talk to European
observers.”
All of the identified causes of depopulation were practiced in New Zealand.
Infanticide, particularly of female children, provides one further reason for the
decay of the Maori population leading
to the shortage of women and the lack
of children noted around the time of the
first census in 1858.
“Even within a community, and even
toward the most vulnerable, death could
be inflicted with apparent ease. Infanticide was said by some early European
visitors to Maori settlements to be
widespread – particularly the killing of
baby girls (who would never grow into
warriors), taurekareka and half-caste
children.”
An anonymous but formal complaint
was made to the NZ Human Rights Commission concerning the quoted publication, arguing that it “describes the whole

sibility; it is in fact widely recognised.
“There is much evidence to support
the conclusion that both infanticide and
induced abortion were widely practised
in pre- and early-European New Zealand
by the Maoris. Reasons for the practice of
both abortion and infanticide were more
often social than medical. The desire to
stay young, fertility control, and the fear
of social disgrace are cited as some reasons why abortion was practised. Methods of inducing abortion included drugs,
religious methods, and constrictive belts.
Infanticide was practised as revenge by
a mother on a wandering husband or as
a means of matching the population to
the food supply. Because female babies
were less highly valued than males, it was
females who were almost always killed.”
Maori culture was not just dysfunctional but mad, criminally insane. The
consequences of those decades of killing,
social disruption, destruction of crops,

infanticide, fear and uncertainty was a
society in shock. There was widespread
desolation and devastation among Maori
communities.
The above is an extract from the new book,
The Corruption of New Zealand Democracy
by John Robinson, $20, Tross Publishing,
and is available at PaperPlus stores or
direct from Tross Publishing at P.O. Box 22
143, Khandallah, Wellington 6441
About the author:
Dr John Robinson has master of science
degrees in mathematics and physics
from the University of Auckland and a
doctorate from MIT. He has lectured
at several universities and worked as
an interdisciplinary research scientist,
including reports for DSIR, OECD,
UNESCO, UNEP and UNU.
He has written and edited Social science
methods and the decision-making process
(1982, editor, for UNESCO), Energy and
agriculture: their interacting futures; policy
implications of global models (1984, edited
with M Levy, United Nations University),
Pacific Islands; issues in development
(1986, edited with A Haas, R Crocombe
and R Rollason, Asia Pacific Books),
Excess capital (1989), Business in New
Zealand (1990-91, editing and updating,
with R Love), Rebuilding New Zealand
(1994), Destroying New Zealand (1996), NZ
2030, the world’s lifeboat (2009) and Cars
at the end of an era, transport issues in the
New Zealand greenhouse (2011, Friends of
the Earth).
Research on Maori issues has included
work for the Faculty of Business Studies
at Massey University (The Maori in
Aotearoa; transition into uncertainty – the
coming decades, with Maori statistics,
past and recent experiences and future
prospects), the Royal Commission on
Social Policy (1988, Maori futures – the
paths ahead; two scenarios of development
of Maoridom in Aotearoa/New Zealand),
the Ministry of Maori Affairs (including
contributions to Te hurihangi o te ao
Maori, a collection of statistics on the
situation of the Maori), the Treaty of
Waitangi Unit at the Department of
Justice, Te Puni Kokiri, the Treaty of
Waitangi Research Unit at the Victoria
University Stout Centre and the Crown
Forestry Rental Trust.
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peter hensley

The second characteristic of wealthy
people is the ability to set financial goals.
Jacinta has shown you over the years that
she can do this
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A word to the wise

A

n enduring power of attorney”
Moira said, “what would Jacinta
want one of those for?”
“Well, she wants to travel and she needs
someone at home to keep track of her affairs”
said Terri. “That girl baffles me, she spent four
years at university, achieved some very good
grades, landed an excellent job, and now she
plans to quit and travel the world.”
Terri and Ronald had dropped in to see
Jim and Moira on the off chance they would
be at home. Their friendship went back a
long way. Terri and Moira met when they
were in the home together awaiting the birth
of their first child. Admittedly that was a
long time ago and Terri was talking about
her oldest grandchild.
Jacinta may have been their granddaughter, however Terri and Ron had been her
primary caregivers since her mother was
tragically killed in a car accident when
Jacinta was five. That was twenty years ago
and now their little princess was keen to fly
the coop and travel the world.
Jim had put the kettle on and raided the baking tins as Moira took their unexpected guests
through to the conservatory. Jim overheard
Moira explain to Ronald that she had given up
attempting to hide the baking from Jim as he
had sussed out all the secret locations.
The weather was perfect. The wind was
a gentle westerly and the sky a deep crystal
blue. There was not a cloud to be seen. They
were entering the last part of winter and were
expecting a frost in the morning. Jim made a
mental note to remember to put some shade
cloth over the new seedlings in the vegetable
patch. He did not want to do it too early as

the sun still had a couple of hours of energy
left before the shade from the pohutukawa
tree would drop the temperature.
Jin recalled that Terri had a hearing problem and compensated by talking loudly. He
could hear her explaining to Moira that she
was at her wits end.
“I don’t understand why she wants to
travel, she has been a diligent saver and has
put aside a significant sum of money in the
two years since she has been at work. Her
student loan balance has come down and the
fact that it is interest free has been a bonus”.
“I said to her, that will change when she
goes overseas. ‘Mr English will start charging you interest on your student loan and
you will learn that compounding, the eighth
wonder of the world, works just as well in
reverse as it does forward’.
“All she can say is, ‘Nana, you just don’t
understand’, and she leaves it at that,” said
Terri.
Jim and Moira knew Jacinta well and
thought to themselves that she knew her
grandmother well enough not to argue.
Terri went on to say, “Well if she is going
to go then we had better sort things out
for her, which is why we need an enduring
power of attorney. I am still annoyed with
her because if she stuck at her current job,
and maintained her savings rate she would
soon have enough for a house deposit and
then she could let the house out and have the
tenants pay off the mortgage.”
Moira looked disapprovingly at Jim as he
was reaching for his second piece of slice. He
knew what was coming and was not surprised when Moira said “Let it go girl!”

Terri was a bit put out by this comment as she knew Jim and
Moira’s financial history. Moira went on to say, “Give the girl a
break, she is twenty four years old and is displaying the main
two characteristics it takes to get ahead in life.”
Even though Terri knew Moira was on a roll, she had to ask
what she meant by that?
Moira already had a head of steam on and said to Terri, “Listen, history has shown that individuals have to do things to get
wealthy and Jacinta is showing you that she not only has these
two personality traits she is displaying that she has the skill to
implement them”.
When Moira paused for a breath, Terri kept her mouth
closed and waited for the next installment which she knew was
coming.
“Wealthy people have the ability to spend less than they earn,”
Moira said quietly, “and have done since Adam played half back
for the Israelites. The majority of New Zealanders spend all, and
in many cases, more than they earn. Jacinta has shown you that
she has this skill, most likely learnt from you and you are giving
her a hard time.”
“She deserves your encouragement and praise, not your
disapproval”.
Ron spoke for the first time and said, “I told you so”. Terri
gave him “The look” and Jim quickly surmised that Ron would
not be contributing to the conversation again that day.
Moira went on and said, “The second characteristic of wealthy
people is the ability to set financial goals. Jacinta has shown you
over the years that she can do this.”
Hoping that no one would notice, Jim took the opportunity to
reach for his third piece of slice.

Terri gazed out to the ocean’s horizon and let Moira’s words
sink into her consciousness. Moira’s argument made perfect
sense. All through her young life, Jacinta had risen to the top
and there was no reason why she would change now.
Jacinta had always been well liked and more than sensible
in her decision making. It was she who asked nana and poppa
about being her enduring power of attorney whilst she was
away.
Terri knew that the rules had changed and asked Moira if she
knew how to go about sourcing an EPOA.
Moira was aware that there were two types of attorney, one
for Property (which included bank accounts) and the second
for Personal Care and Welfare and that the rules changed in
September 2008. Since that date EPOA’s could only be initiated
by solicitors and legal executives.
Jacinta was doing the right thing by having a document
appointing someone with legal authority to act on her behalf if
something went wrong during her travels.
The afternoon was coming to a close, Jim started clearing
the dishes and Moira could tell that Terri’s attitude to Jacinta’s
proposed trip had mellowed considerably. She was proud of her
granddaughter and acknowledged that sometimes she was a bit
tough on her.
Jim started to explain that if they wanted to keep up with the
youngsters now days they would have to learn how to Skype and
send emails. Terri said out loud that maybe this trip would be
an adventure for all of them.
This article is meant to be Class Advice and a copy of Peter Hensley’s
disclosure statement is available on request and is free of charge.
Copyright © Peter J. Hensley September 2011.
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HTC EVO 3D
HTC EVO 3D allows you to shoot 3D
movies and snap 3D photos via dual
cameras, so no matter where you are,
capture life as it should be. And see it all in
true-to-life detail without 3D glasses. The
large 4.3 inch display serves up incredibly
crisp websites, vivid images and fluid
video on a pixel-packed qHD screen.
Catch the latest blockbusters straight from
HTC Watch – a new service that starts
the show just seconds into the download
and monitors your Internet connection to
ensure uninterrupted viewing. HTC EVO
3D not only captures 3D, but also lets you
share your photos and videos in many
ways. With HTC EVO 3D, conveniently
stream your content with a private
audience to your TV or share it with the
world on Facebook, Twitter or YouTube.
www.htc.com

Qosmio F750 3D
Ditch the glasses, and dive into more comfortable 3D entertainment with our Qosmio
F750 3D laptop – the world’s first glasses-free 3D laptop able to display 2D & 3D content
simultaneously on one screen. Next-gen 3D technology lets you enjoy movies, photos and
games in mesmerizing auto-stereoscopic 3D on a brilliant 15.6” diagonal HD TruBrite display,
and convert your 2D content with just a click. In fact, it’s two screens in one: a 3D display for
viewing content in 3D, plus a full HD 1080p display for everything 2D. Plus, with its webcam
and Eye Tracking technology software, this PC can also acquire and track your line of sight,
letting you see in 3D as you move.
www.toshiba.com

Sonos Play:3
Start with one PLAY:3 in any room
and stream all the music on earth.
Expand wirelessly over time – bringing a
world of music to every room of the home.
Plus, wirelessly control PLAY:3 and all your
music from anywhere via free Sonos Controller
Apps for Android, iPhone and iPad. PLAY:3
is ideal for any room where you want
music and versatile enough to work both
vertically and horizontally. PLAY:3 is
available globally for US$299.
www.sonos.com

Logitech Webcam C170
The Logitech Webcam C170 is designed to cut annoying choppiness and background noise as
well as improve performance in low light to deliver a clear connection whatever your surroundings
may be. The webcam also snaps software-enhanced, 5-megapixel pictures, offering a quicker way
to keep in touch when you don’t have time for a video call. The sleek collection is available in four
colors: Dark Black, Blades of Grass (Green), Star Blast (Yellow) and Pink Pebbles (Pink). The Logitech
Webcam C170 is available in New Zealand for a recommended retail price of $39.90.
www.logitech.com
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OLYMPUS PEN mini E-PM1
The E-PM1 represents the culmination of
Olympus’s quest to maximize the size/weight
reduction advantages of the Micro Four Thirds
System standard. The ultra compact and light
interchangeable-lens type camera, the camera
body alone weighs just 217 grams, while the total
in actual usage (with the standard zoom lens,
flash, memory card and rechargeable battery) is
still the world’s lightest at 401 grams. This camera
also boasts sequential shooting performance
of 5 fps and image quality built on the same
advanced technology that powers the E-P3, the
just announced new flagship of the PEN series,
continuing with Olympus’s policy of “providing
the maximum image quality performance to all
PEN models”. Better-than-ever image quality is
made possible by the new 12.3-megapixel High
Speed Live MOS Sensor with 1080i HD movie
compatibility and the new TruePic VI image
processing engine. High-sensitivity shooting at
ISO12800 is also possible.
www.olympus.com

Tag Heuer Link
No, it isn’t a watch but
it does tell the time - this is the
exclusive debut of the Link Smart Phone
with pictures and details. It started with the
Meridiist luxury phone in 2008 and now comes
the Link Smart Phone – the second major mobile
phone from Tag Heuer. It will run Android and be
tough as nails according to Tag Heuer. One major
complaint many people have about super high-end
phones (aside from the obvious complaints) is
that they are no more, or less durable that
normal phones. Drop many of them and
bye-bye to telecom investment.
www.tagheuer.com

PIXMA MG2150 and PIXMA MG3150
Canon has announced the launch of the PIXMA MG2150 and PIXMA
MG3150, two stylish and compact All-In-One printers ideal for students
and families looking for a simple solution that’s easy to set-up and use.
Designed to print documents, web content and photos quickly and easily, the
affordable PIXMA MG2150 and PIXMA MG3150 combine exceptional value
with signature Canon image quality, allowing consumers to use their printer
efficiently, as often as they like. For users on a budget that don’t want to miss
out on the latest innovations, the PIXMA MG2150 and PIXMA MG3150 offer
access to advanced PIXMA features, including Full HD Movie Print and EasyWebPrint EX for Intelligent Web Printing. The PIXMA MG3150 incorporates
Auto Duplex Print and Wi-Fi, and supports the new Canon Easy-PhotoPrint
App (for iOS and Android devices), which allows photo printing and scanning
directly to mobile devices. The models use Canon’s FINE cartridges which
feature a new ink formula for improved colour reproduction on plain paper.
For frequent users, ink cartridges now come in a high yield XL version offering
savings over standard tanks. With pigment black and dye based colour inks,
the models are ideal for both text documents and photo printing. FINE print
head technology with a minimum 2pl droplet size, combined with maximum
4800dpi print resolution, produces beautiful photo prints.
www.canon.co.uk
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HDMI CABLES: DON’T BE FOOLED
WORDS BY DON LINDICH
Q. Given what you have written in the
past about expensive HDMI cables I had
to email you about this weekend’s experience at a big box retailer. I was cringing
over $495 (yes, almost $500) wiring packages and overheard a salesman successfully push a $95 package on a customer
by saying, “You bought an excellent TV;
you don’t want the cable holding you
back.” It was all I could do not to pull the
customer aside and share your advice
with her.
How is it that people still fall for this?
Is there any way a cable can make things
look and sound better or is it really just
the scam it seems to be?
A. I have not written about the expensive cable scam in a good while and, as
you can see, it is ripping off people every
day. The short answer is yes - it is a scam,
and a shameless one at that. Retailers are
certainly entitled to a profit but selling
something for $100 or more by claiming
special properties for it is just wrong.
I will user a simple analogy to make it
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clear exactly what is going on and why
these claims don’t matter.
Imagine you are in an ordinary department store and you see a single dinner
fork selling for $95. The fork has an
impressive name and beautiful packaging, and appears to be well finished and
made of good quality materials. It is just a
fork, though. What could possibly make
this simple utensil worth $95?
You read the advertising copy on the
package. It says, “When eaten with this
fork, sweets will have a more sublime flavour.” Another line reads, “More tender,
juicier meats” followed by “better digestion” and “lifetime guarantee.”
Since you use a fork every day and have
common sense you know better than to
think that a fork can change the taste of
what you eat with it, unless it is dirty, rusty,
etc. So it is with HDMI cables. Manufacturers can tout “reproduces all colours” or
“highest definition video” but it doesn’t
amount to a hill of beans as any functional
cable does exactly the same thing.

HDMI cables transmit a purely digital
signal of 1s and 0s. Digital either works,
or it doesn’t work. If there is something
wrong with the cable you will immediately
notice problems. If you have a good quality
cable with a solid connection and adequate
shielding the results are 100 percent perfect,
whether you spend $5 on the cable or $500.
In my own living room I have a $13,000
TV connected to a $5,000 video processor
with an $8 HDMI cable. I would certainly
pony up $95 for a cable if I thought it
would make a difference. Knowing that
it absolutely, positively won’t, I saved
the money. I feel sorry for the lady who
spent $95! She could have used the money
toward an even better TV.
You can find good-quality HDMI
cables for $20 or less at computer superstores or electronics supply retailers,
to name a few. If you purchase them at
a local retailer you can expect to pay a
bit more for the convenience and their
overhead, and that’s fair. Almost $100 for
a short cable is out of line, though.

Comfort is...

simply another name for Stressless®
Words like wellbeing, weightlessness and total relaxation come to mind the moment
you sit down in a Stressless® recliner. The natural soft leather and cushion ooze cosy
comfort. The gentle swing is controlled with effortless ease. And the smoothness of
the reclining function reveals the full potential of the superior technology - adding
the right body support in any position. Stated succinctly, the comfort offered by a
Stressless® recliner from Norway is the key to a more comfortable you. Take our word
for it and try one at your local Stressless® studio soon. Because feeling is believing.

STRESSLESS®
Kensington

STRESSLESS®
Ambassador

STRESSLESS®
Reno

STRESSLESS®
Taurus

100% MADE IN NORWAY!
THE ORIGINAL AND THE BEST SINCE 1971
Custom made to order. A wide range of styles, leather
colours, fabrics and wood ﬁnishes are available, allowing
you to match the décor in your home. A selected range
available for immediate delivery.

STRESSLESS® STUDIOS

NZ DISTRIBUTOR

DANSKE MØBLER
Auckland 983 Mt Eden Road, Three Kings. Ph 09 625 3900 • 13a Link Drive, Wairau Park. Ph 09 443 3045
501 Ti Rakau Drive, Botany Town Centre. Ph 09 274 1998 • Hamilton 15 Maui Street, Te Rapa. Ph 07 847 0398
Taupo 29 Totara Street, Totara Point. Ph 07 378 3156
Lower Hutt Level 1, Harvey Norman Centre, 28 Rutherford Street. Ph 04 568 5001
Whangarei Fabers Furnishings Tauranga Greerton Furnishings Rotorua Van Dyks Gisborne Fenns Napier Danks Furnishers
New Plymouth Cleggs Wanganui Wanganui Furnishers Palmerston North Turnbull Furniture Masterton Country Life Furniture
Wellington Fifth Avenue Blenheim & Nelson Lynfords Christchurch D.A. Lewis • McKenzie & Willis • McDonald & Hartshorne
Timaru Ken Wills Furniture Dunedin McKenzie & Willis Queenstown & Invercargill H & J Smith

www.stressless.co.nz
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NEW ONLINE RULES FOR CHILDREN
WORDS BY JIM PUZZANGHERA AND JESSICA GUYNN/LOS ANGELES TIMES

M

any preteens have dived
into the expanding worlds of
social networks and smartphone apps, but around the world government rules designed to protect their
privacy are still in the era of Web portals
and flip phones.
Now, US regulators want an update.
The Federal Trade Commission is
proposing tougher privacy protections
for children younger than 13, broadening requirements covering the collection
of personal information by websites and
online apps, as well as how they obtain
parental approval.
Kristen Giatzis, 45, describes herself as
“not an overly conservative mum” to her
three daughters, ages 8, 12 and 15. But she
welcomes tougher privacy rules for their
online activity.
She says she’s trying to teach her children how to protect themselves online,
but it’s nearly impossible to ensure they’re
not vulnerable on social networking sites
and mobile applications on their phones.
“I think it will be a hard thing to regulate,” says Giatzis, a freelancer in marketing and advertising. “There has got to be
a balance between teaching our kids and
not having them preyed upon.”
The new rules, which are likely to be
given final approval by the FTC after the
public comment period ends in November, address the sweeping technological
changes that have taken place since the
agency last reviewed the landmark Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act six
years ago.
The agency is expanding the definition
of personal information to include the
geolocation data transmitted by mobile
apps that pinpoint exactly where a child
is or has been. And it clarifies that apps,
such as online games or those that receive
behaviourally targeted ads, are online
services covered by the restrictions.
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With many New Zealand and Australian children accessing US websites and
social networks, the new rules should
benefit kids downunder as well.
“In this era of rapid technological
change, kids are often tech-savvy but
judgment-poor,” says FTC Chairman Jon
Leibowitz.
The commission is trying to strike a
balance, aiming to help “parents protect
their children online, without unnecessarily burdening online businesses.”
Privacy advocates applauded the proposed changes.
“They brought the children’s privacy
rule into the 21st century,” says Jeff Chester, executive director of the Center for
Digital Democracy, which advocates for
tougher privacy protections for children.
As preteens spend more time online
and on their mobile phones, they’re
increasingly likely to divulge personal
information and more at risk of being
exposed to inappropriate content and
advertising, children’s advocates say.
The industry, in the meantime, has
come up with new tactics to gather data
to sell advertising.
The FTC recently reached a $50,000
settlement with W3 Innovations for
collecting information about children
younger than 13. Earlier this year, the
agency got a record $3 million settlement
from online game developer Playdom,
now a division of Disney, for violations.
Existing rules require website operators
and online service providers to get the
consent of parents before collecting personal information from children younger
than 13.
Facebook forbids children under 13
from signing up, but surveys show they
do anyway. Consumer Reports estimated
in May that Facebook had 7.5 million
active underage users, more than 5 million under 11. In March, Facebook told

the Australian federal parliament’s cybersafety committee that it removes 20,000
underage accounts each day.
Facebook spokesman Andrew Noyes
says the company will review the proposals. “We support the efforts of the
FTC and others to improve protections
for young people online while helping
them benefit from new services and
technologies.”
The Direct Marketing Association,
which represents businesses and organizations that do online and traditional
marketing, also said it supported children’s privacy protections. But it objected
to one proposed change: expanding the
definition of personal information to
the unique IP address of each Internetenabled device.
The group argues that devices can be
used by multiple people, including children and adults. But the FTC determined
that IP addresses can allow contact with
a specific person, and that families are
moving from a single, shared personal
computer to personal, Internet-enabled
devices, such as smartphones, for each
family member.
The new rules would add some flexibility
for websites. They let children younger than
13 participate in interactive communities
without parental consent as long as the site
takes “reasonable measures to delete all or
virtually all children’s personal information
before it is made public.”
But Alan Webber, an analyst with
Altimeter Group, said expanding privacy
protection for children without overly
impeding businesses was “a Herculean
task.”
“If the FTC’s proposed revisions ... go
through, companies such as Facebook,
Google and others are going to have to
put more stringent fences up to keep kids
out and then audit what data they do collect,” he said.
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latest releases | reviewed by chris philpott

If not now, never
INCUBUS

If Not Now, When
When it comes to bands or artists whose work follows
the law of diminishing returns (that is, artists whose
work seems to decrease in quality as their repertoire
increases in number), it’s hard to defend poor Incubus
against such claims from their fans.
Heck, I’m one of them: I was in my late-teens when
I picked up a copy of Incubus’ innovative debut album
SCIENCE, however the group’s subsequent work
seemed to drop a little, quality-wise, with each new
release.
Their 1999 album Make Yourself saw the group
move away from their nu-metal roots in search of the
mainstream, and its follow-ups were little more than
radio-friendly rock fare.
It was under this cloud that I cautiously approached
new album If Not Now, When – and to be honest,
I dismissed it on first listen: it’s a dramatically soft
album, with none of the hard-rock bombast of those
early records. However, repeat listens have proven it a
surprisingly enjoyable listen, with latest single “Promises, Promises” leading a strong collection of simple,
yet effective songs.
Does it sound like the Incubus of old? The answer is
no. But accept If Not Now, When as something completely different and you’ll enjoy it just fine.

BON IVER

Bon Iver
There’s an old French saying credited to Theophile
Gaultier (1811-1872), “L’art pour l’art”, or “Art for art’s
sake”, which surmises that the real value of art isn’t
measured by how informative or useful any given
piece of art is to the observer, or listener as in the case
of music; art just is, and its value cannot be measured.
Surely Justin Vernon, the lead singer and songwriter behind Bon Iver (the band), must have been
thinking about this phrase while putting together
his bands self-titled sophomore album, the follow-up
to the brilliant For Emma, Forever Ago; this latest
offering is a self-indulgent, largely inaccessible piece
of work which doesn’t offer anything for listeners to
latch onto.
Bon Iver just is.
Exactly what Bon Iver is, however, proves difficult
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to explain: many of the songs are made up of strange
synth sounds combined with an acoustic guitar or
two, while Vernon’s indecipherable falsetto vocal
smothers nearly every song.
I can’t put into words how frustrating it is to hear a
song and have no idea what the singer is on about.
Bon Iver is a record that seems to exist purely so it
can exist. A failure on every level, in this reviewers
opinion.

SUBLIME WITH ROME

s

sss1/2

Yours Truly
The story of the rock-reggae band is one that should
surely be immortalised in one of those Prime Rocks
documentaries: formed in 1988, the band plugged
away at their career, releasing a couple of successful
albums and touring around the USA.
In early 1996, the group entered a studio to record
their third, self-titled album, their major label debut –
however, before they could release the album, singersongwriter Brad Nowell died of a heroin overdose,
causing surviving members Bud Gaugh and Eric
Wilson to abandon the group and the name.
Inevitably, the record became a worldwide hit and
made the group international superstars.
Fast forward to 2011 and you’ll find Gaugh and
Wilson recording a new album with singer Rome
Ramirez, blocked by the Nowell family from using the
name Sublime, the bands first record in over fifteen
years.
The result is Sublime with Rome’s Yours Truly, a
reggae rock album that isn’t markedly different from
earlier Sublime material – funky bass lines are underscored by dance-rock drum tracks, while Ramirez
lends his pop vocals to re-create the Sublime sound
for a new generation.
It’s not brilliant, but it is collection of fun tracks
that will surely prove nostalgic for any listeners in
their thirties or forties.

Does it sound like the Incubus of old?
The answer is no. But accept If Not Now, When
as something completely different and you’ll
enjoy it just fine
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BOOKS EDITOR | michael morrissey

Never forget a face
THE MIND’S EYE

By Oliver Sacks
Picador, $43
Prosopagnosia is not a word you will find tagged on walls under
railway bridges. It means an inability to recognise the human
face. And world-famous neurologist Oliver Sacks, author of
eleven books on the extraordinary ability of the mind to cope
with unusual damage to the brain, suffers from it. In this, his
latest and arguably his best book since Awakenings – though all
of his books are dazzlingly original, fascinating, well-written
and well-researched – he reveals how he is able to recognise one
of his best friends Eric by his bushy eyebrows and thick spectacles, and another best friend Jonathan by his gangly build and
mop of red hair. Sometimes, Sacks can’t find his own house.
Accordingly, the hyper acute neurologist surmises that his shyness, social ineptitude, eccentricity and even alleged Asberger’s
syndrome, may all have one explanation – prosopagnosia.
Though all of Sack’s learned books are aimed at the lay
person, his medical vocabulary makes them a challenge.
Some readers may find themselves confused by the difference
between alexia (can’t read), agnosia (can’t recognise objects,
persons, sounds or shapes), agraphia (can’t write) and aphasia
(can’t remember words and may be unable to speak, read or
write). It helps to know Greek. And just to confuse matters,
it’s possible – as did crime writer Howard
Engel – to have alexia without agraphia
– that is, he can write but can not read –
which means he’d better get it right first
time because he was unable to check how
good his work was.
Sacks evokes a surreal poetry when
describing the mistakes that Lillian Kallie,
a professional musician made soon after
she found she could no longer comprehend
musical scores – “She called a violin a
banjo, a glove a statue, a razor a pen and a
pliers a banana.” In other words, she had
a similar condition to Dr P, the subject of
Sacks’ earlier famous work, The Man Who
Mistook His Wife for a Hat.
What is striking about Sacks’ patients
is their extraordinary ability to adjust to
whatever neurological loss with which they
are afflicted, and equally, Sacks’ consummate skill in describing not only their
physiological impairment but the almost
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superhuman process of compensation. This is particularly evident in the case of John Hull, an English professor of religious
education, who went gradually blind until the age of forty eight.
Then he entered a condition of what he calls “deep blindness”
when not only sight but visual memory was extinguished.
Thereafter, his other senses improved -“The sound of falling
rain never before accorded much attention, could delineate a
whole landscape.”
And further astonishing compensation occurred – “His
teaching at the university expanded, became more fluent, his
writing became stronger and deeper, he became intellectually
and spiritually bolder, more confident.” Other people who went
blind do not, like Hull, lose visual memory. So he may well be
an unusual case. Which is of course just what fascinates Sacks.
And now the good Dr Sacks is possibly headed for blindness
himself. In the wonderfully eloquent chapter “Persistence of
Vision”, he describes in his own characteristically finely detailed
way, his own fading vision. He admits panic, fear, apprehension
and deep gratitude to his surgeon David Abramson to whom the
book is dedicated. The account of the gradual erosion of Sacks’
optic sense is among his most passionate writing. Currently, he
has no vision in his right eye and is struggling with the left so
when I was in brief correspondence with Sacks I sent him the
best magnifying glass I could find, complete with its own illumination. Hope it helps, Oliver.
On a more trivial note, I couldn’t help
being bewitched by the exotic names of his
quoted physiological researchers and case
studies – how about Dominic ffytche (note
the lower case for the surname) expert
on lexical hallucination. Not to mention
Zenon Pylyshyn (visual imagery), Sabiye
Tenberken (a blind painter with a rich
visual sense), Frigyes Karinthy (a Sacksian style writer detailing his own loss of
vision), and Zoltan Torrey (blind but able
to “replace the entire roof guttering of my
multi-gabled house single handed”). It
seems no John Smiths, Bill Taylors, David
Mitchells or Tom Browns get a look in.
One of Sacks’ other well-known books
is An Anthropologist on Mars. That is how
I feel when I read, not to say breath in, his
erudite and illuminating books. And that
reportedly thin Martian air is, as always,
intoxicatingly rich as ozone.
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GUNS AND UTU: A Short History
of the Musket Wars

By Matthew Wright
Penguin, $42
This tiresome age of political correctness which has affected the
groves of academe like a mind virus may be drawing to a close.
Leading historian James Belich, easily our finest stylist in the field
of history, was able to write a thumping two-volume 1000-page
tome about Aotearoa without mentioning cannibalism. Cannibalism deniers – not much better than holocaust deniers – encouraged the idea that no one dined on human flesh except during the
siege of Leningrad or when marooned at sea with a plump cabin
boy. However, in recent times, the famine was broken by Professor
Paul Moon’s This Horrid Practice which joyously sunk its canines
into the juicy subject of book-neglected anthropophagy.
Likewise, the Musket Wars – quaintly renamed by Belich the
Potato Wars – were only sparsely mentioned by early historians
and this important topic had no single book devoted to it until
very recently. Why? Because allegedly the subject was too complex, which didn’t stop R.O. Crosby’s pioneering Musket Wars
appearing (at last) in 1999. Crosby was pakeha and obviously
a Maori perspective was needed, which arrived in the form of
Taua (2003) by Angela Ballara. Why did it take so long for these
books to emerge? I can’t help wondering whether 20,000 Maori
being killed by other Maori – no pakeha were involved – rendered the subject, by way of unconscious Colonial attitudes of
superiority and historic relevance (or irrelevance), as being not
necessary to bother with. It was the forgotten Other. From the
traditional pakeha perspective, nothing of any great historic
moment (relatively) happened before the Treaty of Waitangi.
This is monoculturism at its worst.
Meanwhile, Matthew Wright, who has no conspicuous public
profile, has poured out 36 books about New Zealand, a mixture
of the popular and the scholarly, making him easily our most
prolific historian. Guns and Utu, his latest book, is excellent –
lucid, sharp, well-researched, unflinching.
Let’s squarely face the blood-chilling
statistics – of an estimated 100,000 Maori,
some 20,000 were killed in the Musket
Wars and another 20,000 were enslaved.
Compared to these numbers, the subsequent New Zealand Wars were little more
than a brawl in a bar.
There were a few muskets in New
Zealand in the early nineteenth century
but the great leap forward occurred when
Hongi Hika traded in the farm implements given to him by George IV in
Sydney for 300 muskets, but sensibly kept
the double-barrelled fowling piece and
the suit of chain mail amour which he
proudly wore in subsequent battles. Soon
after his return to New Zealand, the taua
of his Northland Nga Puhi tribe joined
by Ngati Pao from Thames numbering
around 2000 and now armed with 1000
muskets, stormed into the Panmure basin

There were a few muskets in New
Zealand in the early nineteenth century
but the great leap forward occurred
when Hongi Hika traded in the farm
implements given to him by George IV in
Sydney for 300 muskets, but sensibly kept
the double-barrelled fowling piece and
the suit of chain mail amour which he
proudly wore in subsequent battles
in Auckland and attacked the Ngati Maru. Thus began the full
barbarity of the Musket Wars which was to last until 1844.
The second most prominent Maori chief to be considered
(among many such) is the notorious Te Rauparaha who has
been called the Maori Napoleon, another example of misguided
kiwi historian grandiosity, as Napoleon’s armies numbered up
to 400,000 and Te Rauparaha’s taua never more than 2-3000.
But the comparison is, of course, more to military genius which
Maori leaders had in abundance.
Rather than emphasising (say) lack of food as being a prominent factor, though it does get a look in, Wright often speaks of
the lure of excitement in going off to battle, not to mention the
primary motives of utu and the bloody glory of victory. Like
Hongi Hika, Te Rauparaha was able to use the musket to great
advantage – 300 muskets were sufficient to dispatch 1400 in the
South Island. Gradually, as the availability of muskets spread,
war became less “asymmetric” a voguish word which Wright
uses five times in as many pages – it simply means one side had
more arms or men than the other. Later,
cannon entered the fray but not in large
numbers. And Wright also maintains that
the advent of Christianity greatly assisted
in reducing the battle lust of the Musket
Wars.
Wright slays several myths including
the 1980s theory of Belich that Maori
invented anti-artillery bunkers plus trench
warfare and later the British commandeered the intellectual property on these
anti-siege devices for the First World War.
Wright points out that the British had
already developed these notions as early
as the mid nineteenth century. Military
history is a fascinating subject and Matthew Wright is one of our leading though
relatively (and undeservedly) unsung
experts. Thoroughly recommended for a
fresh overview of a troubled time. James
Cowan, Keith Sinclair, Michael King,
James Belich ... Matthew Wright?
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A democracy cannot condone the
subjugation of women, let alone the lack of
transparency, plus the potential for
concealment and terrorism in a destabilising
world represented by its primitivism

Accelerating social disintegration

R
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ecently in Wellington I met
Abdul, a Muslim immigrant working hard to run a small restaurant,
a decent and generous man who, learning
of a family loss from my sister, his friend,
brought us another cup of his excellent
Moroccan coffee, refusing payment. With a
wife and three little girls who are obviously
the pride of his life, he is so very representative of loving family men found everywhere,
throughout all races, respecting the culture
in which they were raised, but working hard
to fit in, making what we call a real go of it
in his adopted country.
Fitting in: reaching out…Throughout the
centuries this always been the most effective,
crucial, and generous way for people of all
nationalities to brush along together. There
are undoubtedly good, moderate, well-disposed Muslims here in New Zealand – and
throughout the West. However, there is no
well-disposed Islam.
The challenge to us lies here, vitally
important as we welcome our immigrants.
Europe forgot it. England, France, Denmark,
Holland are all paying a huge price, suffering the inevitable backlash against aggressive arrivals whose intention certainly was
not to integrate into the country opening
its borders to them. England and Germany
now categorically state that multiculturalism
is a failed, dangerous doctrine. In a naïve,
liberal utopianism going against the grain
of human nature, they previously ignored
those warning of the clash of cultures. A
central tenet of fundamentalist Islam –
“Death to the infidel,” equates to war with
the West, including, initially, by infiltration.

We see the results of this in Britain where,
as, in Australia, the call for Sharia law to
take precedence over the law of the country
is ominous.
The Australian political commentator
Bill Muehlenberg, illustrates this more
fully in the following web link: http://
www.billmuehlenberg.com/2011/05/17/
creeping-sharia-again/
We are far geographically from Europe,
but our underinformed “liberal” policymakers with their feel-good, think-bad
theories include ignorant MPs and activist
judges – both as much a threat to safeguarding Western democracy as radicalised sectors
of the community. Soft thinking, combined
with a now thoroughly trashy Western education system, has churned out thousands of
school leavers who, inexcusably, can’t even
read, write or add, very much contributing to criminal behaviour. The high level of
illiteracy in our now crowded prisons (now
why is that…?) isn’t too far removed from the
immoral behaviour, looting and pillaging
on the streets of what would once have been
regarded as the capital of a civilised world.
It has parallels in the loutish behaviour of so
many of our young – even our supposedly
most-advantaged university students – where
being drunk, rather than being considered
demeaning, now seems to be regarded as an
excuse for appalling behaviour.
Abdul and his little family are an asset
to the country. Islam isn’t. Similarly so
with many now (part)-Maori working hard
for their families, instilling in them the
right values to raise them as conscientious,
well-motivated individuals knowing right
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from wrong – whereas radicalised Maoridom, spearheaded by
the Maori Party cynically aiming to seize for its own followers
whatever power, assets, and ongoing financial advantage it can
wrest from majority New Zealanders, is taking advantage of our
now corrupt major parties. Both National and Labour are selling out New Zealanders for the so-called Maori vote – and their
own much-desired permanence in Parliament.
We have long had a fine Chinese population whose record of
hard work goes back as many generations as those of us from
English, Irish, Scottish French, Dalmatian, German, and other
European descendants. None of these groups are attempting to
do what a newly constituted New Zealand Chinese party is now
doing, pledging allegiance not to this country, but to that Beijing
government aggressively and ruthlessly oppressing its people – and
underpinning the supposedly private Chinese investment companies now attempting to buy up our farms and strategic assets.
Special interest groups are hostile to the principles of democracy – that everyone should be treated equally, regardless of
gender, status, race, or creed. What then is to be done regarding
these, including Islam’s attempts to bring down the West, without endangering the safety of Abdul and good Muslim people
already here?
Making this distinction is urgent. As Dr Philip Ayres, historian and biographer points out in an article titled Why don’t
we speak clearly about Islam? in the excellent Australian News
Weekly – www.newsweekly.com.au – (supplying socio-political
commentary on the Pacific area and abroad far superior to
our own media outlets), we need to be fair, and to admit that
Islam, respecting the life of the unborn, the value of the family,
“the recognition of Christ…. and of his Virgin Mother” is in
certain important aspects closer to Christianity than secular
Western society. But … “we need to also be frank…to say out
loud we will not accept into our Western societies immigrants
who wish to set up enclaves in which the law of the land does
not run, who wish to alter the fundamentals of our societies in
accordance with their religious preferences. Otherwise why did
they come to the West? We should encourage people who are
unhappy with our society to leave it – and if they cannot afford
to do so, assist them to leave.”
John Key’s thinking on the burqa, as on other issues, is facile
and lightweight. As France does, we should ban the burqa on
our streets. A democracy cannot condone the subjugation of
women, let alone the lack of transparency, plus the potential for
concealment and terrorism in a destabilising world represented
by its primitivism. The far smarter Swiss, with their genuine
democracy that we do not have and will not, until our 100
Days – Claiming Back New Zealand movement gathers enough
strength, little by little, supported increasingly by grassroots
New Zealanders – (see www.100days.co.nz) – have banned more
minarets in Switzerland.
What is to be done with regard to New Zealanders let down
by our parliamentary representatives and over-ruled by bureaucrats? Apart from the fact that our 100 Days movement, qualitatively different and more practical than all other well-meaning,
“direct democracy” movements, offers real hope for our future,
we are already under siege, given today’s activist push for a racist constitution.

What needs to be taken on board is that it is, in the end, up
to individuals themselves to summon the courage to take a
stand, to speak out, one way or another, to repudiate the flawed
doctrines of multiculturalism or bi-culturalism and to reject
ethnic separatism, insisting on assimilation as the only basis for
a stable society. Correspondingly, we must reject the sheer greed
of radicalized Maoridom on the make, by no means representing majority part-Maori, and continuing to virtually bully the
country for politicized advantage for its own members.
Today the fracturing of our society looms as its greatest
internal threat. A democracy has to be safeguarded within each
generation, or is it lost. We are ripe for takeover – and not only
internally.
With this in mind, all new arrivals should be required to
make a pledge of allegiance to New Zealand before obtaining residency, and citizenship. Those then working to subvert
our democratic principles should have their right to remain
withdrawn. Foolishly accommodating the racial divisiveness
challenging us accelerates our looming social disintegration.
© Copyright Amy Brooke
www.amybrooke.co.nz
www.100days.co.nz
www.summersounds..co.nz
http://www.livejournal.com/users/brookeonline/
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Separation of church and state is
the idea that the church should not be formally
endowed with governmental powers and
that the state should not try to
intervene in or control the church
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Separating church and state

T

he late Philosopher Richard
Rorty once described religion as
a “conversation stopper”, something that polarises discussion and ends
or prevents fruitful dialogue. Rorty was an
advocate of,
“the happy, Jeffersonian compromise
that the Enlightenment reached with the
religious. This compromise consists in
privatizing religion – keeping it out of …
“the public square,” making it seem bad
taste to bring religion into discussions of
public policy.”
The view that the public square – the legal
system, economy, public education system,
politics and so on – should be secular is
now standard in contemporary political
theory. When making decisions about their
private conduct religious believers can
utilise religious reasons in but in public
they are morally bound to bracket their
beliefs about God and appeal only to secular
considerations.
In an earlier column, “Secularism and
Public life”, Matthew criticised this position. He pointed out that a growing number
of scholars working in philosophy, political
science and law are calling the defensibility of this position into question. We will
not repeat those points here instead we will
address one interesting feature of Rorty’s
comment above; Rorty referred to his position as “the ... Jeffersonian compromise.”
In doing this he reflected a trend that
began in the US the mid to late 20th Century
and has spread around the Western World.
The First Amendment of the United States
(US) Constitution asserts that “Congress

shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the
free exercise thereof; ...”. In a letter to the
Danbury Baptists in 1802, US Founding
Father Thomas Jefferson stated that this
amendment established a “wall of separation” between church of state. In the mid
20th century the US Supreme court argued
that on the basis of Jefferson’s comments the
US Constitution required the “separation of
church and state”. This was then interpreted
to mean that the US Constitution demanded
a secular public square, religious ideals and
beliefs were not to be allowed in public life.
It won’t be news to anyone who has
watched any US television shows to hear that
the Supreme Court has interpreted the First
Amendment to mean that religious instruction, prayer, references to God, displays of
the 10 Commandments, nativity scenes –
even where participation is voluntary – are
banned from public institutions.
When Rorty referred to his position as
“the Jeffersonian compromise” he was alluding to this line of argument. It is an argument we have heard over and over: because
our society has a separation of church and
state, we are committed to having a secular public square. If one opposes a secular
public square and believes, as we do, that
religious beliefs should influence public life
then one gets accused of denying the separation of church and state.
We think this inference is wrongheaded. It
confuses the separation of two institutions,
the church and state, with the separation
of religion and public life. These are not the
same things.
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To understand separation of church and state some history is
necessary.
Prominent legal scholar, Stephen D Smith, observed that
the church-state relationship, which would have been familiar
to an eighteenth century American, was one where “governments controlled or directly intervened in the internal affairs
of churches, and churches claimed and were formally endowed
with governmental powers.” He elaborated that,
“Since the middle ages, scholars and polemicists of all stripes
had argued-on both religious and political grounds-that the
church should exercise control over the state or-again on both
religious and political grounds-that the state should control
the church. The common view for centuries had been that
an established church was essential to political and social
stability. ...
In medieval Europe, for example, kings had claimed, and
had exercised, the power to appoint bishops and popes. After
the Reformation, the British monarch became the official
head of the Church of England, and British government
assumed control over both the selection of ecclesiastical officials and the formulation of religious doctrine.
Medieval popes regularly crowned earthly emperors and
kings, and they claimed (and frequently purported to exercise) the authority not merely to excommunicate but actually
to depose those kings. Popes sometimes asserted jurisdiction
to adjudicate what were essentially political or property
disputes. In England, the Church enjoyed-and still enjoysofficial representation in Parliament. Immigrants later
imported established churches in some form into most of the
American colonies.”
Separation of church and state is the idea that the church
should not be formally endowed with governmental powers
and that the state should not try to intervene in or control the
church. Now many people (including we, the writers) accept
this. We do not believe that the government should set up an
official state church or have any say in the liturgy, theology,
choice of ministers and so on in established churches. Nor do
we think that churches should be granted state powers, the
right to hold seats in parliament, the ability to pass legislation,
prosecute or tax people and so on. We wholeheartedly accept
the separation of church and state.
However, separation of church and state is not separation of
religious beliefs from public life – perhaps this confusion arises
because both concepts have the word “separation” in them.
Church and state are formal institutions; public life is not an
institution nor is a religious belief an institution. To assert, as
so many commentators do, that separation of church and state
commits us to a secular public square is to offer a non-sequitur.
Some examples will illustrate this point. Suppose New
Zealand were to allow the establishment of a completely private university; this university would not be an official state
university, it would not be endowed with any political status
nor would it does it hold any judicial, legislative or executive
powers. The government would not choose its employees or its
curriculum and the scholars within it would have total academic freedom. If this were to occur we would say there was an
institutional separation between the state and this university.

Now, imagine that the science department at this university did some important research; perhaps it discovered that a
certain government policy in practice has harmful effects on
the health of citizens. Would the fact that this was a private university mean that the government should ignore this information? After all, there is a total separation of university and state
in play.
The answer is obvious: no; the government should pay
attention to this study. The fact that there is an institutional
separation between the university and the state does not mean
that the ideas the university discovers and teaches should be
excluded from public life. Separation of institutions is one
thing, separation of the ideas an institution expounds from
public life is something else. It would be ridiculous, and a tad
paranoid, to argue that anyone who takes the research of a
private university seriously and exhorts politicians to take it
into account must, of logical necessity, support investing the
university with political power and making it into a state run
and controlled institution.
If this example is too abstract, we can think of plenty of
others. Consider the large number of voluntary organisations
that exist quite independently and autonomously from the
government. Many have a profound influence on public life
in terms of their impact on culture, education, media, and so
on. Voluntary organisations of this sort often lobby successfully for various polices, provide valuable critique and insight
on all manner of social and cultural issues. These examples
show that an organisation’s institutional autonomy is entirely
compatible with the organisation’s ideas having an importance
influence on public life.
So, separation of church and state does not entail that the
public square should be secular and devoid of religious or
theological influence unless it also entails that no institution or
organisation not under state influence or control must also be
kept from public life.
The idea that the US Congress meant something more than
mere separation of church and state when it passed the First
Amendment – that it meant secularism – was birthed in the
mid to late 20th century, some 200 years after the Amendment’s
passage, by the US Supreme Court when it began to hear cases
about school prayer and complaints over the funding of Catholic schools.
Of course, it may be politically useful for proponents of
secularism to conflate the two. Undoubtedly, the false dichotomy between a secular public square and a society where the
church exercises judicial and legislative power over its citizens
is rhetorically powerful. But like many rhetorically powerful
pictures it lacks accuracy. If the secular public square is to stand
as a defensible position it needs to be based on fact, not verbal
sleight of hand.
Dr Matthew Flannagan is an Auckland based Analytic
Theologian who researches and publishes in the area of
Philosophy of Religion, Theology and Ethics. Madeleine
Flannagan is a member of the Bar and is a post-graduate law
student at the University of Auckland; she is currently writing
her Masters thesis in Law on religion’s place in public life. They
both blog at www.mandm.org.nz.
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